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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and I’ a GF(p) G-module (where GF(p) is the 
field of p elements). We denote the first cohomology group of G on V by 
H’(G, V). The nontriviality of H’(G, V) is the obstruction to many results in 
finite groups. Often this is circumvented in the literature by imposing extra 
hypotheses on G such as O,,(G) # 1 (cf. [2, Lemma 3.31 and [17, 
Theorem I]). In this article, we show that H’(G, V) is not too big in many 
cases. We then apply this to certain problems in finite groups. The bound on 
H’(G, I’) we obtain is the following: 
THEOREM A. If V is an irreducible faithful G-module over GF(p), then 
IH’(G, V)l < I VI. 
The finiteness condition on G is essential. For example, if G is free on d 
generators and V is a G-module over a field F, then it is easy to see that 
dim H’(G, V) > (d - 1) dim V (with equality if C,(G) = 0). The theorem is 
proved by reducing to the case where G is simple. The bound 
1 H’(G, V)I < 1 VI is obtained from the following result. 
THEOREM B. Every finite simple group can be generated by two elements. 
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Steinberg [16] proved this for G a Chevalley group. We verify it for the 
sporadic groups. 
Although the bound in Theorem A is not sharp, it does have several 
applications. The first of these establishes a result proved by Thomas [ 171 in 
a special case. Suppose V is a minimal normal solvable subgroup of H. If 
H/V can be generated by d elements, when can H be generated by d 
elements? This problem is considered in Thomas [ 171 and also arose in [2, 
Sect. 41. Clearly if V is contained in the Frattini subgroup of H, the answer 
is affirmative. So we may assume that V has a complement G in H. Then the 
answer depends on IH’(G, V)/. 
THEOREM C. Let G be a finite group and V an irreducible G-module 
over GF(p). Let H be the semidirect product VG. Let K be the normal 
subgroup of G minimal subject to K < C = C,(V), CjK P V’ (as a G- 
module) for some r, and to C/K possessing a complement in G/K. Set 
q = I Hom,(K V>l and suppose G can be generated by d elements. 
(1) If V is the trivial module, then H can be generated by d elements if 
and only tf r ( d. 
(2) If V is nontrivial, then H can be generated by d elements tf and 
only if hq’ < / Vld-‘, where h = / H’(G/C, V)I. 
Note Theorem C does not depend on the classification of simple groups. 
Thomas [ 171 proved that either r > 0 or H can be generated by d > 1 
elements under the additional hypothesis that O,(G/C) # 1. As we shall see 
(2.7)(b), this implies h = 1. Hence his result is a special case of Theorem C. 
It follows from Theorem A that the assumption on O,(G/C) is not 
necessary. 
COROLLARY 1. If V is faithful (or more generally r = 0) and d > 1, then 
H can be generated by d elements. 
COROLLARY 2. Let W = V’ and let L = WG. Then H can be generated 
by d elements if and only ifhqrt” ( I Vld-’ for V nontrivial. In particular, 
this holds zf t < s(d - 2) + 1 - r, where ( V/ = q’. 
The first cohomology group is also useful in determining conjugacy 
classes of maximal subgroups. Indeed by [3], the problem of counting 
classes of maximal subgroups reduces to calculating IH’(G, V)( for V a 
faithful irreducible G-module and solving the problem for L < G < Aut L for 
L simple. Our goal is to relate the number of classes of maximal subgroups 
to the irreducible characters of G. We conjecture that the number of 
irreducible characters bounds the number of classes of maximal subgroups. 
This is true for G solvable (see [2, Corollary 31). 
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By restricting attention to maximal subgroups M with ker, G = 0 I’@ = K 
and characters x with ker x = K, it suffices to consider A4 with ker,,, G = 1 
and faithful characters. If G is solvable, there is at most one such class of 
maximal subgroups (cf. [2]). This is not true in general (e.g., G simple). 
S~set~={M~/MmaximalinGandker,G=l}andF={~]~isan 
irreducible faithful character}. Thus to prove our conjecture, it suffices to 
show ]FZ < 171. We obtain a weaker bound under the hypotheses 0, G # 1. 
THEOREM D. Let G be a finite group. Suppose %Y is nonempty and 
0,G # 1. Then 
(a) F*(G) = V is a minimal normal elementary abelian p-group for 
some primep. 
(b) $Y is the set of conjugacy classes of complements to V in G. 
(c) If MC E @‘, then 1: is the sum of r distinct irreducible characters, 
xi, 1 ,< i < r, where r is the number of orbits (viG, 1 < i < r) of G on the dual 
space of V. Moreover deg xi = I viG 1, and r is also the number of orbits of 
Gon V. 
(d) /@‘I = Iff’(G/V, V>l < /VI. 
(e) Igl<Cdegx,xEF. 
If one could obtain the bound in (e) when 0, G = 1, it would follow that 
the number of classes of maximal subgroups of G is bounded by 
Cdegx< IGI, h w ere the sum is over all nontrivial irreducible characters of 
G. The problem reduces to the case where L < G < Aut L with L simple. 
Another application of Theorem A is to minimal relation modules. Let G 
be a finite group that can be generated by d elements (and no fewer). SO 
G N F/R, where F is free on d generators. Then M = R/R ’ is a G-module 
and is called a minimal relation module for G. Of course, this module may 
depend on the particular presentation of G chosen. However, using 
Theorem A and [ 19, Proposition 21, one obtains: 
THEOREM (Kimmerle and Williams [I37 Theorem 3.1, Corol- 
lary 1 I). Let G be a finite nonabelian simple group. 
(i) Minimal relation modules are unique. 
(ii) If M is a minimal relation module, then M is a generator (i.e., ZG 
is a summand of some number of copies of M). 
See [ 131 for a more detailed account and extensions of the results. 
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some results on 
cohomology. We give an essentially self-contained group theoretic account of 
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the necessary facts. In Section 3, generation of simple groups is discussed 
and Theorem B is proved. Theorems A and C are proved in Section 4. The 
final section is devoted to Theorem D. 
2. COHOMOLOGY 
Let G be a finite group. Throughout this section p will denote a fixed 
prime and V will be a finitely generated G-module over the field of p 
elements. Set U(G, V) = {a E Aut VG ( uv = u V u E V and a( Vg) = Vg 
t/g E G}. It is straightforward to verify the first result. 
(2.1) U(G, V) is an elementary abelian p-group. 
Then H’(G, V) can be interpreted as U(G, V)/Aut,(VG), where Aut, VG 
are the automorphisms of VG induced by conjugation by some element of V. 
See [ 11, Chap. 3.51 for a discussion of this. 
(2.2) U(G, V) acts regularly on the set of complements to V in VG. 
Proof. Let H be a complement to V in VG. Evidently, the map u: G + H 
defined by ug = vg where vg E Vg n H is an isomorphism. Now u extends to 
an element of U = U(G, V) by defining uu = v for all v E V. Thus U acts 
transitively on the set of complements of V. Since N,.(G) = C,(G) = 1, the 
result follows. 
An immediate consequence of (2.2) is: 
(2.3) lH’(G, V)I is the number of conjugacy classes of complements of V 
in VG. 
(2.4) (a) IfG = (X ,,..., X,), then I u(G, VII < n I U(xi, VII. 
(b) If G = (g), then 1 U(G, V)l = i(v E VI (vg)” = 1 )I, where m is the 
order of g. 
(c) Zf G can be generated by d elements, then / U(G, V)I < 1 Vld. 
Proof. If u E U(G, V) and X = Xi < G, then ui = u lvX E U(X, V). Since 
u = 1 if and only if ui = 1 for each i, (a) holds. Since (ug) is a complement 
for V in (V, g) if and only if vg has order m, (b) follows. Now (c) follows 
from (a) and (b). 
The next result indicates the connection between H’ and generators for 
VG. 
(2.5) If V is irreducible and G = (x,,..., xd), then VG can be generated 
by d elements if and only if I U(G, V)l < I Vld. In particular, if V is also 
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nontrivial, then VG can be generated by d elements tf and only if 
IH’(G, V)l < I Vld-‘. 
Proof. If (r = (v i ,..., vd) E Vd, set G, = (vix, ,..., vdxd). Note that either 
G, is a complement to V or G, = VG. Moreover, if G, = G, either a = ,8 or 
G, = VG. Furthermore any complement is of the form G, for some (Y. Thus 
VG = G, for some a if and only if 1 U(G, V)l < I Vld. Since (xi ,..., xd} was an 
arbitrary generating set for G, the first result follows. The last statement 
follows, since if V is nontrivial and irreducible, ] Aut, G] = I VI. 
The next result gives a bound for H’(G, V) in terms of a composition 
series for V. 
(2.6) If W is a G-submodule of V, then IH’(G, V)l < IH’(G, W)l 
I H’(G, V/ W)i with equality if W is a summand of V. 
Proof: Define 4: U(G, V) + U(G, V/W) by 4(u) x = u(x) W. Then 4 is a 
homomorphism. Evidently ker d = {u E U(G, V) I [u, G] ,< W} and can be 
identified with a subgroup of U(G, W). Thus 
I u(G VII < I U(G, W)l I WC, V”K 
and clearly equality holds if W is a summand of V. The result follows since 
IC,(G)l G I CdGI I G,wW and so 
IAut,, VGI > ]Aut, WGI ]Aut,,,(V/W) G]. 
Clearly equality holds in case W is a summand. 
We wish to reduce the general problem to the case where G is simple. 
Recall that a group L is quasisimple if L = L’ and L/Z(L) is simple. A 
component of G is a subnormal quasisimple subgroup. Then E(G) is the 
subgroup of G generated by its components. The generalized Fitting 
subgroup of G is F*(G) = E(G) F(G). 
(2.7) Let V be a G-module. 
(a) IfNa Gand C,(N)=O, then IH’(G, V)I<IH’(N, V)l. 
(b) rf V = [O,,(G), V], then H’(G, V) = 0. 
(c) If V is a faithful irreducible G-module with H’(G, V) # 0, then 
(i) F*(G) = E(G) = E is a direct product of simple groups, and 
(ii) V = @ Vi, where Vi is an irreducible nontrivial E-module, and 
lH’(G, V)l < n IH’(Li, Vi)l, w  h ere Li is a component of G with [Li, Vi] # 0. 
Proof: Let Q and r be the set of complements of V in VG and VN, 
respectively. If HE ~2, then R = H n VN E r. Moreover, R u H, and 
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N,(R) = C,,(N) = 0. Thus H = N,,(R), and the map H + H n VN is an 
injection from R to K Thus (a) holds. 
If V= [O,,(G), V], then by (a) and th Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem, 
IH'(G, V)( < IH'(O,t(G), V)I = 1. 
Now assume V is a faithful irreducible module and H’ (G, V) # 0. By (b), 
O,,(G) = 1. Since V is faithful, O,(G) = 1. Thus (i) holds. By Clifford’s 
Theorem, V= @ Vi is a semisimple E - module. Furthermore as C,(E) is 
G-invariant, C,(E) = 0. Thus for each Vi, there is a component Li with 
[Li, Vi] # 0. Another application of Clifford’s Theorem implies Li has no 
fixed points on Vi. Since Li u E, it follows by (a) that IH’(E, Vi)1 < 
IH’(Li, Vi)]. Then by (a) and (2.6) IH’(G, V)l < IH’(E, V)I < 
FI IH’(Li, vi>l* 
We remark that if one is more careful, it is possible to show that in (c), in 
fact I H’(G, V)l < I HI&,, V,)l. 
(2.8) IfP<X<G with PE Syl,(G), then IH’(G, V)J,<IH’(X, V)i. 
Proof: Let 4: U(G, V) + U(X, V) be the restriction mapping, and set 
A = Aut,(VG) and U = (G, V). Note $ is a homomorphism and 
ker 4 = {U E U / C,(U) > X). Let u E ker q5. Then W = (V, u) is G-invariant, 
[G, W] < V, and W = V @ (u) as a P-module. Thus W splits as a G-module, 
and so uv E C,,(G) for some v E V. Thus u E C,(X). Hence I U(G, V)] < 
I VX, v>l I C..,V)l. Th e result now follows since 
/H 1 (G v> = I u(G, VII < I WC VI I C..,V>l 3 
IAl I4 
I UK VII = 
I Autv(VW 
= 1 H’(X, V)I. 
(2.9) Suppose G = (X, T) is a nonabelian simple group and either 
(a) X is cyclic or a p/-group and I TI = 2, or 
(b) X is a p’-group, T= (t), t2 E NG(X), and G = (X,X’). 
Then IH’(G, V)l < I VI. 
Proof: By (2.6) we can assume V is irreducible (and nontrivial). Let 
U = U(G, V). Then U is a G-module, and we can identify V with Au&,( VG). 
So [G, U] < V. In either case, / UI < I U(X, V)l I U(T, V)i by (2.4)(a). By 
(2.4)(b) or (2.7)(b), I U(X, V)l < / VI. If / TI = 2, then I U(T, V)i = 
I{v E VJ U’ = -v}] by (2.4)(b). Since t & Z(G), it follows that / U(T, V) < 1 V/ 
and so (H’(G, V)l < I VI. So assume (b) holds. Then 0 = C,,(G) = C,,(X) n 
C,,(X’). Since X is a p/-group, U= K,(X) = VC,(X’). So if / UI = I VI’, 
then V n C,(X) = 0 and ] VI = / C,,(X)l. Hence as t2 E NG(X), It*, C,,(X)] < 
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C,(X) n V = 0. Similarly, It*, C,(X’)] = 0 and so t* centralizes 
C,(X) CJX’) = U. Thus t* = 1 and (a) applies. 
(2.10) Let V be an irreducible G-module, q = ]Hom,(V, V)], and 
A = A(G, V) the set of G-invariant subgroups Z of C = C,(V) such that C/Z 
is G-isomorphic to V and C/Z has a complement in G/Z. Then if K = 0 I, 
ZEA, 
(a) C/K is G-isomorphic to a direct sum of n copies of V and C/K has 
complement in G/K, 
(b) lH’(G, V>l = 4” I H’(G/C, V>I. 
Proof. To prove (a) we take K = 1. Let X be a minimal normal subgroup 
of G contained in C. As K = 1, there exists Z E A with X 4 I. Hence C = XI 
and Xf3Z=l. So C=XXZ. Also there is G,<G with G=CG, and 
G, n C = I. Furthermore X ‘v XZ/Z = C/Z is G-isomorphic to V. 
We are done if Z = 1, so choose J E A - {I}. Then C = Z.Z and 
Z/JnZ N C/J is G isomorphic to V. Let Y = G, n G,. Then Y nZ = 
G,nZ=JfIZ.So [Z:Ynz]=]V/and/YZ]=~Y]/V/.However,G=G,C= 
G,C=G,G,, SO (G,:Y]<[G:G,]=]V]. So G,=VZ and YT’IZ=ZnJ, 
and J n Z E A(G,, V). Hence 
l=nJ=nJnZ> n L. 
JcA IfJeA LcA(G,, V) 
So by induction on the order of G, Z is the direct sum of G modules 
isomorphic to V and Z has a complement in G,. Thus C =X X Z has a 
complement in G and is isomorphic to n copies of V. 
It remains to prove (b). Suppose H is a complement to V in VG. Then as 
above Z = C n C,(V) E A (or C = C,(V)). In any case, K < H, and so we 
can assume K = 1. So by (a), G = CL with C = V”. Let 
4: U(G, V) -+ U(L, V) N U(G/C, V) be the restriction map. Since any 
u E (L, V) can be extended to an element u E U(G, V) (e.g., take u to 
centralize C), d is onto. Now ker 4 = C,(L), U = U(G, V). If u E ker 4, u is 
determined by its action on C, and so ker # y Hom,(C, V). Thus ] U(G, V)] = 
qn I U(L, V)I, and so I H’(G, V)] = qn I H’(G/C, V)]. 
3. GENERATION OF SIMPLE GROUPS 
If X < G, let q(X) be the set of maximal subgroups of G which contain X. 
Let 3’(G) be the set of involutions in G. The first result is presumably well 
known. 
(3.1) IfG=A,,n>4,thenG=(t,x)forsomet~3(G)andx~G. 
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ProoJ If n = 5, take XE Syl,(G) and t E r(G) --N&X). Then 
G = (X, t). So assume it > 5. Set t = (12)(n - 1, n) and x = (I,2 ... n - 1) if 
n is even and t = (1, n)(2, n - 1) and x = (1,2 . . . n - 2) if n is odd. Then 
H = (x, t) is obviously transitive. We claim H is doubly transitive. This is 
clear for n even. If 12 is odd, either this holds or {n - 1, n} is a set of 
imprimitivity for H. The latter is impossible since n is odd. Also [t, x] is a 
five cycle. The result now follows for n > 7 by [ 18, Theorem 13.91 and by 
inspection for n = 6 or 7. 
Let Chev(p) denote the simple Chevalley groups defined over a field of 
characteristic p. 
(3.2) Let G E Chev(p), (I E Syl,(G), and z E Z(U). If (z, z”) is not a p- 
group, then G = (U, zK). In particular, G = (U, UK) for some g E G with 
g* E NF(U). 
Proof Assume L = (z, z”) is not a p-group. If G # H = (U, z’), then by 
a result of Tits [ 15, 1.6 1, H < X a parabolic subgroup. Hence 
Z(U) < C,(O,(X)) < O,(X). Thus L ,< (O,(X), z”) a p-group. Hence G = H. 
Now choose 1 # z E Z(U) fJ .Z(U,) for some root subgroup U,.. If G is a 
group over the field of two elements, then the Weyl group W is actually 
embedded in G and we may identify g with w,. Otherwise let H be a torus in 
N,(U). Since W rr N(H)/H, we may take g E N(H) so g maps onto w,. Then 
g* E NG(U), Uf = Up,, and (z,zR) is not a p-group. Thus G = (U,z’) = 
(U, or”>. 
(3.3) If GE Chev(p) of Lie rank 1, then G = (X, t) for some cyclic 
subgroup X and some t E ,Y(G). 
ProoJ: First suppose G = L,(q) with q odd. If q < 9, this follows by 
inspection. For q > 9, choose X cyclic of order (q + 1)/2. Then 
q(X) = (N,(X)). So G = (X, t) for t E ,Y’(G) - NG(X). If G = L,(q) or Sz(q) 
with q > 2 even, let X be cyclic of order q - 1. Then q(X) = {N,(X), B, BS} 
where B is a Bore1 subgroup of G and s inverts X. Then G = (X, t) for any 
t E <W(G) with t @ B U BSUN,(X) (e.g., take t E C,(s) -X). Note 
*G,(3)’ 2~ L,(8). So finally assume G = U,(q) (q # 2) or *G,(q) (q # 3). 
Then there exists X cyclic of order (q3 + l)/(q + 1) or (q + 1) + (3q)“2 with 
v(X) = (N,(X)). So G = (X, t) for any t & N,(X). 
We now consider the sporadic groups. Let Spor, = {M,, , M,*, M,, , M,, , 
M 24, MC, J,, Co3, He, HS, Co,, Co,, J,, J,, J,, Ly, Ru, F,, F,}. The 
properties of the sporadic groups we need are given in [ 10, Sect. 51. 
(3.4) Let G E Spor, and p be as given in Table I. If TE Syl,(G), then 
v(T) is as listed in the table. 
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TABLE I 
G P 0) 
Ml, 11 
Ml2 11 
M** 11 
M,, 23 
MU 23 
MC 11 
J, 7 
co, 23 
He 17 
HS 11 
J, 19 
J, 19 
J, 37 
CO* 23 
L.Jj 67 
RU 29 
F* 47 
F, 59 
CO, 23 
Ull) 
Lz(~~),MIIJJI, 
L,(ll) 
N,(T) 
M,,, ~23) 
M,,,M,,,Mn 
f’%(7) 
M*, 
SPd4) =* 
M,, 3 M, , > MI, 
NJ’-) 
&(19),&(19) 
N,(T) 
M,, and possibly L,(23) 
N,(T) 
N,(T) or at most 3 L,(29) 
NAT) 
N,(T) or U59) 
Co,, Co,, 2”M,, 
ProoJ: This follows for the first 10 groups in the table by [5-S, 141. 
Suppose G is one of the remaining groups and p # r is a prime divisor of G. 
If R is an elementary abelian r-subgroup of G, then by considering IGL(R)I, 
T cannot act faithfully on R unless G = Co, and IR I= 2l’. Since rjlC,(T)j, 
T is not contained in N,(R) except in the one case mentioned above. In that 
case, there is a unique conjugacy class of elementary abelian subgroups of 
order 2”. Thus T < N,(R) for a unique R of order 2” (for N,(R) N RMz4 
and N,(R) > N,(T)). So it suffices to consider HE v(T) with H = N,(K) 
and K=L x se- x L, L nonabelian simple. Also, since H = KN,(Q) where 
Q E SYMW and PWAQ)I, P I IKI. S ince p’,/lGl, this implies K= L is 
simple. Since I K I I ] G /, the possibilities for K are limited. 
In particular, if G =J,, J4, I;,, or Ly, then the only possibility for K is 
L,(p). However, by considering N,(T), this is not possible. Thus for these 
groups r(T) = {N,(T)}. If G = Co,, then K N L,(23) or M,,. In either case 
N,(T) =N,(T). Choose X<N,(T) with IX/ = 11. Since N,(T) is maxima1 
in K, K = (N,(T),N,(X)). If K ‘v L,(23), then INK(X)1 = 22 while if 
K =Mz3, IN,(X)] = 55. Since NJX)/X-v Z,,, the isomorphism type of K 
determines N,(X) and hence K. Hence ] ~(7’) < 2 (note M,, actually occurs 
161). 
If G = J, , the result follows from [ 91. 
If G = Ru and K exists, then K = L,(29). Then N,(T) =N,(T). Let 
S E Syl,(NG(T)). Hence NK(T) is dihedral of order 28. Since N,(T) contains 
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three such subgroups and K = (N,(T), N,JS)), it follows that 1 v(T)1 < 3. 
Furthermore, since N,(T) = N,(T), K = H if it exists. 
Similarly, if G = F, then H = K -L,(59) and NG(T) = N,(T). Let 
S E SylZ9(NG(T)). Then NK(S) is dihedral of order of 58. There is a unique 
subgroup of that type in NG(S). Since K = (NG(T), N,(S)), it follows that 
I v(r>l = 1. 
Finally, consider G = Co,. If K exists, then K = L,(23), Co>, CO,, M13, 
or Mz4. Furthermore, since N,(T) = N&7) has order 23 . 11, 
H = K = NG(K). First note that if T < K ‘v M,, , then K = (N,(T), NK(E)) 
for E E Syl,,(N,(T)). Since IN,(E)1 = 55 and N,(E) contains a unique 
subgroup of order 55, there is a unique T < K ‘u M,,. Now G acts on a 24. 
dimensional lattice (see 161). This gives rise to a 24-dimensional complex 
representation I$ of G. We claim each K fixes a nonzero point. If K ‘v M,, , 
this follows by the uniqueness of K (since there is a subgroup of Co, of type 
M,, centralizing a two-dimensional space). Let L denote the subgroup of G 
with T<L-Mz3. If K-M,,, then L <K, and so (#K, lf)=@,, lL)=2. 
Thus #K is the permutation character of M,,. Similarly, if K rr L,(23), 
(qK, 1;) = 2 where N = NG(T), and so 4, = 1:. Finally, if K = Co, or Co,, 
then either #K is irreducible or it has a trivial constituent (since 
#L = 1, + 1, +x where x is irreducible and L < K). However, from their 
character tables, Co, and Co, have no irreducible representations of degree 
24. Now by reducing mod 2, we obtain a representation of G over GF(2). 
There are three orbits of nonzero points in this representation with stabilizers 
RM24 3 Co,, and Co,, where R is an elementary abelian group of order 2”. 
Thus there are three conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups M containing 
T. Since N,,(T) = NC,(T), there is a unique M > T in each class. Hence 
I v(T)1 = 3. 
(3.5) rf G E Spar,, TE Syl,(G), and x E G#= G - (l}, then 
G = (TR, x) for some g E G. 
Proof. Note xc = (xR I g E G} @ U X, X E q(T). This is clear for those G 
with Iv(T)1 = 1. Easy counting arguments yield that conclusion in the other 
cases. So there exists h E G with G = (T, x”) = (Tg, x) with g = h-i. 
See [4] for another proof of (3.5) for the Mathieu groups. 
(3.6) If G is a sporadic simple group, then G = (t, x) for some x E .7’(G) 
and some t E G. 
Proof: By (3.5), it suffices to consider G % M(22), M(23), M(24)‘, ON, 
Sz, F,, or F,. 
First assume G = F, and let T E Syl,,(G). Arguing as in (3.4), we see that 
if K E r](T), then either K = N,(T) or K = L,(l9). Thus if z E 7(K) z 
inverts an element of order 9. There is only one such class of involutions. 
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Hence G = (T, t) for t E Z(G) - zG. Similarly, if G = M(24)’ and 
T E Syl,,(G), there is a unique class of involutions represented in any 
K E v(T). Here K N L,(29) or N,(T). 
If G = F, , let T E Syl,,(G). Then N,(T) = (T, g) where g has order 18. 
Set y = g9. Now C,(y) = QA9, where Q is an extraspecial group of order 29. 
So we can choose x E .Y’(C,(y)) so that xg2 has order divisible by 7. 
Arguing as (3.4), we see that if KE v(T), then 71;]K] and g2 E K. Thus 
G = (T, x). 
In the remaining cases choose primes p and q as follows: (p, q) = (11, 13), 
(11, 13) (17,23), and (19,31) for G = Sz, M(22), M(23), and ON, respec- 
tively. Arguing as in (3.4), we see that q(S)n r(T) is empty for 
S E Syl,(G) and T E Syl,(G). Thus G = (s, t) = (st, t), where S = (s) and 
T = (t). However, one can check the character tables of G to determine that 
f(s, t, x) = c 
XE Irr G 
for x E 5’(G). Since f(s, t, x) # 0 implies that the product of the conjugacy 
classes sG and tG contains x, we can choose s and t so that x = St. The result 
now follows. 
The results of this section together with those of Steinberg [ 161 now yield 
Theorem B. (Actually, the one case G = ‘F,(2)’ is still open. However, 
arguing as above, it follows that for T E Syl,,(G), G = (T, x) for x a 2- 
central involution.) 
4. THEOREMS A AND C 
Suppose V is an irreducible faithful G-module over GF(p). Our goal is to 
show ]H’(G, V)] < 1 V]. By (2.4), (2.7), and Theorem B, we have: 
(4.1) IH’(G, VI <I VI. 
By (2.6) and (2.7), it suffices to show lH’(G, V)] < I V] for G simple. So 
assume (G, V) is a minimal counterexample. 
(4.2) G E Chev(p) with E= rank G > 1. 
Proof: G is not an alternating group, sporadic group, or rank 1 group by 
(2.9), (3.1), (3.3), and (3.6). If GE Chev(r), then r =p by (2.9) and (3.2). 
So assume G E Chev(p) with Lie rank 1. Set F = Hom,(V, V) and 
qv = I FI. Theorem A will follow from the next result. 
(4.3) I VI > Iff’(G v)l. 
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We sketch the proof. This is certainly true if I = 1. So assume 1 > 1. 
Choose a parabolic subgroup M of G as follows: 
(i) If G = L,(q), M is the stabilizer of a projective point. 
(ii) If G = K?:(q), n > 6, G & L4(q), M is the stabilizer of a singular 
point in the corresponding orthogonal space. 
(iii) If G = Sp,(2), U,(2), or PSp,(3), M is the stabilizer of a maximal 
totally isotropic subspace. 
(iv) If G = G,(2)‘, then M is the normalizer of a 4-group. 
(v) Otherwise A4 = N,(Z) for a long root subgroup Z of G. 
Set H = P’(M) and Q = O,(M). Then H/Q has Lie rank I- 1. Let Q, be 
the minimal M invariant subgroup of Q such that Q = Q/Q0 is a semisimple 
M module. Then H/Q is faithful and irreducible on Q unless G = G,(q), 
q > 2, in which case M/Q is faithful and irreducible on Q, or G = F,(q), q 
even, in which case Q = Q, @ Q,, where M is faithful on Q and Q, and Q, 
are distinct irreducibles. Moreover, either H = Op(H) and H/Q is 
quasisimple or G = ‘F,(2)‘, G,(q)‘, L,(q), or PSp,(q)‘, q < 3. In any case, 
H/OP(H) is cyclic. 
Let Vi, 1 < i < r, be the composition factors of a chief series for V as an 
M-module. Since [Q, Vi] = 0, r > 2. Also [H, Vi ] # 0 for some i since 
[H, I’] # 0. If [H, Vi] = 0, then hi = 1 H’(M, Vi)1 < 1 Vi1 by (2.10) and the 
fact that H/OP(H) is cyclic. If [H, Vi] # 0 and Vi = Q (or Qj if G = F4(q), q 
even), then it follows by (2.7) (2.10), and induction that hi = IH’(M, Vi)1 = 
/ H’(M/Q, Vi)1 < 1 Vii. If Vi 1 Q (or Qj), the same reasoning shows that 
h, = q 1 H’(M/Q, Vi)1 where q = I End,w(Q)/. Now IH’(M/Q, &I for these 
cases are essentially all known (see (lo]), and it follows that hi < / Vi/ unless 
G = L,(q), q even. So excluding this last case, it follows from (2.6) and (2.8) 
that / H’(G, If)/ < n hi < / VI. 
So it remains to consider G = L3(q), q even. Then G = (t, z), for some 
z E ,Y(G) and t E G [ 11. Thus (4.3) follows. 
We remark that by being more careful, it is possible to show 
(4.4) IH’(G, J9 < s;‘/ VI. 
Indeed, by induction, it suffices to show this for I< 3 since either I > 3 or 
r = 2 and each Vi is nontrivial. 
(4.5) Theorem C holds. 
Proof. By (2.5), H can be generated by d elements if and only if 
IH’(G, VII < I VI’ where e = d or d - 1 depending on whether V is trivial or 
not. It follows from (2.10) that IH’(G, V) = hq’. Thus (2) is true. Now (1) 
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follows by noticing if V is trivial, then h = 1 and q =p = ( V]. (Note that this 
only uses results in Section 2.) 
(4.6) Corollaries 1 and 2 are true. 
ProoJ: If V is faithful, then r = 0 and by Theorem A, h < 1 VI < 1 Vld-‘. 
So Corollary 1 follows from Theorem C(2). 
Let s be the smallest positive integer so that R = UG cannot be generated 
by d elements with U= Vs. Set S = V”-‘G. Applying Theorem C(2) to S 
-and R = P’S, we see that hq’+‘-* < 1 Vld-’ < hqrfsp’. Since L can be 
generated by d elements precisely when t < s, Corollary 2 follows. 
5. THEOREM D 
Let G be a finite group. We wish to relate the number of conjugacy classes 
of maximal subgroups of G to the characters of G. Let K u G. We restrict 
our attention to maximal subgroups N of G with ker, G = K and to 
characters x with ker x = K. So by passing to G/K, we can assume K = 1. 
Now let M be a maximal subgroup of G with ker, G = 1. If O,(G) # 1, it 
follows from [2, Lemma 3.31 that: 
(5.1) I’= F*(G) is a minimal normal elementary abelian p-group for 
some prime p. 
Set’?Y={NG]Nismaximalandker,,,G=1}.SoifNGE~,N~V=1, 
and G = VN. Thus 
(5.2) g = (NC I N is a complement to V). 
We wish to describe the constituents of 1:. Set V* = Hom( V, C - (0)). 
Then V* is a G-module via ag(u) = a(vg-‘). Set C= Cc(o) = 
{gEG/aR=a}. We can extend a to C by a(ug)=a(v) for gECnM. 
Denote this by a,. 
(5.3) (a) (aI, a’) = 1. 
(b) (a’, a”) = (a’, a’) = [C: V]. 
(c) (a’, /I”) = 0 if a # Pg. 
ProoJ By Frobenius reciprocity, (aI, a”) = (a, IV, a) = 1 and (a) 
follows. Similarly, (aC, a”) = (a, a’ Iv) = [C: V]. Also (a’, PC) = 
(a, P Iv) = CgeC (a, P”>/I VI = I{ g E C I a = P”II/I VI. Now @I and Cc> follow. 
By (b), we see that if y is an irreducible constituent of a’, then yG is also 
irreducible. In particular, by (a), a: is irreducible. Furthermore, by (c), if 
a # pg for some g, then a’;2 # pp. 
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(5.4) 1; = c a?, where the sum is over the orbits aG of G on V*, and 
deg(af) = / aGI. 
Proof. Note that since V < C, G = MC, and so C acts transitively on the 
cosets of M. Hence 1: lc= l&,,+,. Another application of Frobenius 
[G: Ml. 
Note that since the representation of G on V* is the inverse transpose 
representation of G on V, each element has the same number of fixed points 
on V and V*. Thus G has the same number of orbits on V and V*. To 
complete the proof of Theorem D, note that by Theorem A and (5.1) and 
(5.2), IV1 = IH’(G/V, V)l < 1 VI. H ence l@‘l< x deg x, where the sum is over 
the nontrivial constituents of l&. Since ker x = ker,,G = 1 (cf. [2]), 
Theorem D follows. 
Note added in proof We have been informed that Mark Cartwright has independent11 
completed the proof of Theorem B for the sporadic groups. 
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